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CONTEMPORÁNEOS CO

THE COMPANY
CONTEMPORÁNEOS is the result of the collaboration between the International Music and Dance Festival of Granada, the Department of Family and Social Welfare of Granada and Psico Ballet
Maite León Foundation. The project has been possible thanks to the support of the National Institute of Performing Arts and Music (INAEM).
During six consecutive years, the elderly people of Granada have been trained in contemporary
dance, through the creation of choreographic pieces that have been publicly represented within
the framework of the Festival of Extension (FEX), of the International Music and Dance Festival
of Granada, which has supported the work and the projection of companies and inclusive scenic projects since 2003. From this experience arises the creation of a stable company of older
people in Granada under the name of CONTEMPORÁNEOS.
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Psico Ballet Maite León Foundation (PBMLF) is born with the purpose of showing society a different
vision of people with disabilities and other groups at risk of social exclusion. The Department of Family and Social Welfare of Granada, works in the integration of older people through Sociocultural
Programs of Active Aging.
Contemporary dance, through PBMLF methodology, allows educational strategies that work from
the self potential of each person and their artistic capacity for a maximum scenic development. The
dancer explores and investigates his body in the hand of the choreographer and creates from their
difference, uniqueness and own life experience to be capture on stage.
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THE SHOW
UNDER THE CARPET shows what as individuals we want to hide to fit into an idyllic society.
This project has been possible thanks to the support of INAEM, the sponsorship of the Cultural Area of El Corte Inglés and Clece, as well as the collaboration of the Reina Sofía Conservatory of Granada, the "Together Step by Step" program of National Radio Spain, 7
Group , Municipal Council for the Elderly and Municipal Active Participation Centers for the
Elderly of Granada.
Premiered at the Isabel La Católica Theater in Granada on December 15, 2015.
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"We see the carpet extending its colors on the living room and we like its drawing; we notice its richness and the aesthetics it provides to our feet, when we step on it softly, noticing its comfort. Under
the rug we hide our disorder from others. The carpet may appear shiny and without apparent dirt,
but if we take the time to observe, we find that in the idyllic family there is an emotional separation
of the individuals; the glances of the neighbor through the slits awake envies and misgivings; the
well-matched marriage, weary in their coexistence, although publicly submitted not to awaken
"what they will say”. Cover and hide ... ensure a second skin that hides what we really are, drawing a
landscape of our life that does not correspond to the brightness we offer.
Luisa Hornos
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ARTISTIC AND TECHNICAL TEAM
Artistic Direction
Gabriela Martín León

Text
Luisa Hornos Barranco

photographs of the show
Teresa Montellano

choreographic assistants
Francisco de Ana Díaz
Nelia García

Music on show
Minha Lua

Hairdresser
Guillermo Rodríguez Grau

Lights Designer
Clemente Jiménez

Voice
Juan Fernández Vegue

Grafic Design
Clemente Jiménez
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Dancers (double Team)
Amalia Pérez, Antonio Núñez, Carmen López, Carmen García, Dolores López, Emilio Rodríguez,
Francisco Roldán, Gregorio León, Isabel Rojas, José Casado, Loli Enríquez, Miguel Bolívar,
Milagros Cañigueral, Pepa González, Pepe Martínez, Rafael Díaz, Teresa Marroyo,
Visitación Liñán.
NAME OF THE PERFORMANCE:
DURATION:
PUBLIC:

UNDER THE CARPET
60 MINUTES
RECOMMENDED FROM 12 YEARS OLD
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GABRIELA MARTÍN
(Artistic Director)
Artistic director of the PBMLF since 2006. Dancer and choreographer. ParticipateS in
numerous conferences, seminars or masters of inclusive performing arts. As a choreographer she creates, together with her team, the shows of Psico Ballet Company
“A sea of Dreams” (2009) and Jet Lag (2014). Under her direction, PBMLF has been awarded, among others, with the Medal of the International Music and Dance Festival of Granada (2009) and the Award for
Dance (2010), granted by the Association of Dance Professionals in the CAM and the Cultural Association
for Dance in the CAM. In 2012 she created the professional inclusive company FRITSCH COMPANY for the
professionalization of interpreters with diversity in the scenic area. In 2015, she creates CONTEMPORÁNEOS COMPANY in collaboration with Granada City Council and Granada International Music and Dance
Festival, a stable company for the elderly people in Granada.
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FRANCISCO DE ANA DÍAZ
(CHOREOGRAPHY ASSISTANT)
Actor, author, director and theatrical pedagogue specialized in Performing Arts and Disability. Since 2010 he is one of the three directors of the company “Estigma Teatro” and the
artistic director of the “We Move Project” from the Youth Area of the City of Sant Joan d
'Alacant. As an interpreter he forms part of Granada´s company TanzTeatro, and is currently directing a theater and diversity project with a cast made up of artists from different disciplines and older people, framed within the Urban South Project of the City of Córdoba with EU funds.
NELIA GARCÍA
(CHOREOGRAPHY ASSISTANT)
Born in Pamplona, she began her dance studies at the School of Dance of Navarra´s Government . She completed her training in Barcelona, studying Spanish dance at the Institut del Teatre. In Granada she continues to be active, studying, perfecting and investigating new techniques, doing various inclusive dance courses and working as a choreographer. Currently, she is a dance teacher at the Municipal School of Music and Dance of Ogíjares (Granada), she belongs to the Choreographic Laboratory of Urban Flamenco of "La
Moneta" and is immersed in various dance projects.
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MINHA LUA
(LIVE MUSIC)
Minha Lua is a group specialized in Portuguese music and world music where the voice of
the singer Victoria Cruz, the musical interpretation of César Jiménez and the guitarist of
the composer Gabriel Pancorbo, converge. On this occasion they perform different adaptations of popular music of the 50´s with an interpretation in which popular music evokes
experiences of the past. Minha Lua "Lírico" was awarded the "Prize of the Jury" of the
Performing Arts Festival Encinart 2014.
OSVALDO JÍMENEZ NISTRAL
(SINGER)
Singer, guitarist and composer, has participated in almost all the major festivals of Tango
in Spain, as well as in Vienna. He has two albums titled "Tango a tres" and "Gardelianas".
He performed at the Isabel la Católica Theater with the Municipal Music Band of Granada
at the presentation of the 25th International Tango Festival. He has musicized verses by
Antonio Machado, Federico García Lorca, Ángeles Mora and Luis García Montero. He is
member of the group "Laúdes del Albaicín" that accompanied Estrella Morente in numerous concerts, and he is also member of the musical group "El Laurel". He participated in
the International Festival of poetry, tribute to Rubén Darío, in the Fundación Rodríguez
Acosta.
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LUISA HORNOS BARRANCO
(TEXT)

Coordinator for Active Aging Programs and coordination of the Municipal Council
for the Elderly in Granada since 2009. Diploma in Social Work, University Expert in
Social Gerontology from the University of Granada and Master in Protocol. Currently, she coordinates Socio-cultural actions , implementing projects for the elderly in Granada. She participates in conferences, seminars, masters and has collaborated in publications and communications in congresses on elderly people. She
received the prize of the City Council of Granada "Seniors of the Year" in 2013 for her
work done towards the elderly.
JUAN FERNÁNDEZ VEGUE
(VOICE)
He has a degree in Information Sciences and he is currently the director of the National
Radio programs "Together Step by Step" and "Report 2". He has been director of different information services and RNE programs. He has extensive teaching experience as a
practical coordinator and professor of the Master's Degree in Radio at the Rey Juan Carlos University and the Complutense University. Professor of Summer Courses, conferences and congresses throughout his career. He has received numerous awards, including
three Silver Antennas of the Association of Radio and Television Professionals of Madrid,
the Salvador de Madariaga Prize.
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TERESA MONTELLANO
(PHOTOGRAPHER)
With a degree in Nursing Assistant and a degree in Medicine, she is formed in Photography at the International Music and Dance Festival of Granada. She has exhibited her work
at Sala Zaida, in the exhibition of photographs for the “Easter Week poster in Granada”,
exhibitions on the Albaicín with publication in UNESCO, traveling exhibitions "Vivencias
con la AACCE y Publicarte 941", exhibition Grundvitg " SAY CHEESE "at the Science Park of
Granada and at the PAUL Klee Center in Berne Switzerland;exhibition on Experiences and
Visual Arts -within the Programming of" La noche en blanco "at the Exhibition and Congress Palace of Granada- and exhibition individual "LA MÚSICA, DANZA" in Llévate Café.
GUILLERMO RODRÍGUEZ GRAO
(HAIRDRESSER)
He directs the Professional Training Institute “Group 7” of Hairdressing and Aesthetics training Cycles of Middle and Upper Grade. He began his professional career at age 16 in Argentina and since them he has been making courses throughout the international network. Currently he is still training including his attendance at international events, being
one of the most creative and artistic references of the moment. His great personality and
his passion for the profession have led him to collaborate with all kinds of events such as
parades, catwalks or videos.
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CLEMENTE JIMÉNEZ PARRO
(LIGHTS AND GRAPHIC DESIGNER)
Painter, scenographer, photographer and lighting designer, he began his collaboration
with Psico Ballet Maite León Foundation in 1990. As lighting designer and photographer
he has participated in the shows “For Those Who Dream”, “A Sea of Dreams”,
“Saudades”, “Programmed Obsolescence”, “Jet Lag” and “Table for Trhre3”. As a designer he has collaborated for The New York Times, El País, Mi Cartera and the newspaper 5
days. As an Infographic designer for IDEAS 2 and 3M companies. His works has been exhibited at the Círculo de Bellas Artes, Sala Moriarty, Sala May Moré and Sala El Progreso. He
has won the photography prize "El Lobo y el Madroño" (2008) and Imserso Photography
Award (2011).
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AMALIA PÉREZ
I have a degree in home administration since I was little. I was married during 25 years until I
envied at 43. Alone and with three children, I started working as a saleswoman in stores and at
home. In 1995, I enrolled in the University of Seniors . From that moment my participation and
my associative life began: in the University Association as in the Municipal Council of the Elderly of Granada. I belong to the Choir of the University, Puerta Elvira and OFECUM, and I am
part of the Entrereatas workshop of the Granada Festival and the parade of models for the elderly.
ANTONIO NÚÑEZ
My working life has been developed between Barcelona and Granada. For 38 years as an autonomous painter-decorator. When I retired I enrolled in the Active Senior Participation Center
of Granada, participating since 2009 in workshops of theater, carnival, living Bethlehem and
poetry. Since 2012 I participate in the FEX of Granada Between Acts workshop.
CARMEN GARCÍA
In my youth I worked as a model in Fermen. Then helping my husband (cooker), in the kitchen
of different bars. I like to sew, do manual works, read poetry and do theater. I have collaborated in theatre works such as “Love in White and black”, “La Beaticona”, “Huevos al Gusto”, or
“La Docida Vinaigretta”. I also collaborate as a flamenco singer and lounge dance choir. I participate in a theater play about gender violence and in the Workshop Between Acts of the FEX.

BAJO LA ALFOMBRA

CARMEN LÓPEZ
I studied Superior Bachiller in Barcelona. I worked as an administrator also in Barcelona and my
favorite hobbies are cinema and music. At the moment I am part of a chorus - rondalla -playing
the guitar. I have participated for several years in the program "Seniors on stage" within the
Festival Extension (FEX). I was a member of a rociero choir with the name "Aires de Cervantes" .
EMILIO RODRÍGUEZ
In my professional life I have worked in different construction companies as Surveyor and Project Designer. Since 2006 I collaborate in different zarzuela choirs of Granada, within the works
“Agua, Azucarillos and Aguardiente” or “La Dolorosa”. I have also participated in the work “The
Passion of Christ" by Juan Andrés Maya. I have participated for several years in the FEX workshops, acting in Granada and province .

GREGORIO LEÓN
I´ve technician in telephone and laboratory equipment. Master in family orientation. I like photography, reading and music. Since 2007 I have been part of several amateur theater groups premiering in several cities and places such as the Gran Teatro de Huelva, Municipal Theater of Valderrubio, Teatro Municipal del Zaidín, and in Granada at the Cervantes Civic Center, Isabel La Católica Theater and Teatro Alhambra (choreography of the FEX of Granada). I have acted in several short films in Granada such as “Pokemon", “Ants" or “There is no Forgiveness in Hell.No Pardon in Hell .
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ISABEL ROJAS
I am a housewife. Since 1990 I participate in different workshops in the Adult Center such as
“Carnival", “History of Art and Crafts". I have participated in the zarzuela show “Agua, Azucarillos and Aguardiente” and “La Dolorosa". I have been part of the Zarzuela “Choir of the City of
Granada. I have also collaborated in the Choir of San Idelfonso, Coro Rociero Aires de Cervantes
and the Choir Rondalla Distrito Genil. I have participated for several years in FEX workshops .
JOSÉ CASADO
My formation is technic architect specialist in delineation of works and buildings. Actor in the
XVIIth Theater Competition of the Marquesado. Member of the reading group of Granada´s
North library. Member of the elderly poetry workshop of Granada North. Actor in tFEX Festival
of Granada. My hobbies are multiple: mountaineering, skiing, running, mountain biking, reading
and being with friends.

LOLA LÓPEZ
I studied Elementary studies. My profession is couture dressmaker and designer. My hobbies,
apart from fashion, is flamenco dancing and singing. I'm currently in a choir-rondalla and I'm still
dancing in the flamenco school of Mariquilla. I have collaborated as a designer in the costumes
of several zarzuelas for adults. I have participated in the scenic programs within the Festival Extension (FEX).
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LOLI ENRÍQUEZ
Housewife. Since 1998 I belong to the first group of women of La Chana in which I have actively participated in the carnival and theater company, different dance and tai chi workshops. Since 2007 I have participated in various zarzuelas, choirs and regional dances with
the City Council of Granada. In the last six years I have participated in FEX workshops. Currently I belong to the choral music association of the director Miguel Sánchez Ruzafa.

MIGUEL BOLIVAR
My professions have been joinery, carpentry and decoration. After retirement I have had experience in theater, carnaval, zarzuela, Chinese shadows, poetry workshops and storytelling. I belong to reading clubs. I have collaborated in the making of costumes and sets of
“Zarzuela Operation". I have participated in FEX workshops.

MILAGROS CAÑIGUERAL
My training focuses on cooking and natural medicine. I have been dependent and quiromasajist. My hobbies are dancing, reading and theater. I am a volunteer of the NGO “Heat ans
coffe”. Since 2007 I have been part of several amateur theater groups premiered in several
theatrical venues such as the Municipal Theater of Valderrubio, Teatro Municipal del Zaidín,
and in Granada, the Cervantes Civic Center, Isabel La Católica Theater, Alhambra Theater
(FEX Festival).
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PACO ROLDÁN
I've been doing theater for ten years, starting at the Apanas Association or the Altea Group
with works like Una Cana al Aire, La Venganza de la Petra, and works by the Álvarez Quintero
brothers. Adaptation of the work We are not crazy, we know what we want, that has revolved
around Granada. I have participated in the FEX workshops, Entre Actos. My other passion besides theater is soccer.
PEPA GONZÁLEZ
Hairdresser of profession. I have had my own hair salon until retirement. I started with the
theater group of La Chana. Then I continued with the company Altea, with which we have been
working for 5 years with works like La venganza de la Petra, Una Cana al Aire and No Locos Locos, we know what we have, touring all over Granada.

PEPE MARTÍNEZ
I have worked as a cooker in the Peña Flamenca La Platería. When I retired I have done Theater with the Culture Area and with the Álvarez Quintero brothers. I participated in the short
film about concentration camps “There is no Forgiveness in Hell”. I belong to the polyphonic
chorus of the municipal band of Otura.
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RAFAEL DÍAZ
In my professional life I have been Sales Delegate. Currently retired. I belong to the choir Rociero Aroma del Camino and I participated in the choir of Zarzuela de San Ildefonso. I participate in
various gymnastics, swimming and computer workshops of the City of Granada. In the last two
years I have participated in the FEX workshops. I am currently enrolled in the University of Older People of Granada. Since I was a child I have had a great fondness for bullfighting.
TERESA MARROYO
I am Extremeña of birth and granadine of adoption. I have worked for 37 years as a teacher at
Early Childhood Education in public education. This has allowed me to prepare theater activities
with my students. Once retired, I started attending the Joaquina Eguaras Senior Participation
Center in Granada, where I actively participated, since 2009, in the Theater, Carnival, Live Bethlehem and Poetry workshops. Since 2012 I participate in the FEX Workshop, Beetweenacts- Between Generations.
VISITACIÓN LIÑÁN
Nursing Assistant. Amateur musician since I was young, I started my musical studies in adolescence. I have taken courses at the Victoria Eugenia Conservatory in Granada. In the last decade, I have participated in different activities for older people, such as Operation Zarzuela 1 and
2; the representation of the Gypsy Passion or Beethoven's Ninth Symphony. Performances in
theaters, auditoriums, temples ... product of my participation in ten choirs.
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LINKS OF INTEREST
MAKING OFF

+ PRESS
Ideal de Granada
Ahora Granada

CRÍTICA PUBLICADA EN EL IDEAL

Granada Hoy
Juntos paso a paso (RNE)
Granada digital
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CONTACT
CONTRATATION:
Psico Ballet Maite León Foundation
Calle Vizconde de los Asilos, 5, 28027 Madrid
contemporaneos@psicoballetmaiteleon.org
TLF:(34) 91 742 23 20 (Madrid) //
www.psicoballetmaiteleon.org
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ORGANIZERS
SPONSORSHIP

COLLABORATORS
Ayuntamiento de Granada
Concejalía de Derechos Sociales, Educación y Accesibilidad
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